Abstract. To gain insight into the neural events responsible for visual perception of static and dynamic optical patterns, we study how neural activation spreads in arrays of inhibition-stabilized neural networks with nearest-neighbor coupling. The activation generated in such networks by local stimuli propagates between locations, forming spatiotemporal waves that affect the dynamics of activation generated by stimuli separated spatially and temporally, and by stimuli with complex spatiotemporal structure. These interactions form characteristic interference patterns that make the network intrinsically selective for certain stimuli, such as modulations of luminance at specific spatial and temporal frequencies and specific velocities of visual motion. Due to the inherent nonlinearity of the network, its intrinsic tuning depends on stimulus intensity and contrast. The interference patterns have multiple features of "lateral" interactions between stimuli, well known in physiological and behavioral studies of visual systems. The diverse phenomena have been previously attributed to distinct neural circuits. Our results demonstrate how the canonical circuit can perform the diverse operations in a manner predicted by neural-wave interference.
Introduction
Waves propagating through a medium from different sources may form patterns. When the wave equations are linear, the waves interfere constructively or destructively, yielding local nodes and antinodes that may retain their spatial positions (standing waves), or evolve in space and time (running waves), producing dynamic patterns. Such effects were originally studied for acoustic and light waves [1] [2] [3] [4] followed by observations of interference for quantum particles [5, 6] .
More recently, propagation of activity in neural tissue was studied in terms of waves of neural activation, e.g., [7, 8] . The neural waves generated at one location in the neural tissue are expected to interfere with the waves generated at other locations and thus form patterns with predictable properties. Such "lateral" interactions between effects of sensory stimuli are commonly found in psychophysical and physiological studies of biological sensing. For example, physiological and behavioral studies of visual systems found that effects of spatially separated optical patterns interact with one another over distance [9] [10] [11] [12] . These interactions have not been studied in terms of neural wave interference [13] .
The lateral interactions are often explained in terms of two components of biological sensory systems. The first component is the specialized local neural circuits. The circuits are specialized in the sense they are selective for certain stimuli, which is why they are commonly modeled using the formalism of linear filter, e.g., [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . The second component is the long-range axonal connections between the specialized circuits discovered by anatomical and physiological methods, e.g., [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] .
In models of neural circuits as linear filters, the response to a sensory stimulus is computed by convolving the stimulus with a kernel whose parameters are estimated in psychophysical [25] [26] [27] or physiological [19, 28] studies, or are selected because they are suitable for generic visual tasks, e.g., [16] . Such linear models are commonly enriched by incorporating serial nonlinear processing stages to account for nonlinear behavior of visual systems e.g., [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] .
Here we entertain a different approach. We describe the network using a system of linear spatiotemporal differential equations derived from a model of the canonical neural circuit [34] . Solutions of the system of differential equations describe the network 3/35 activity evoked by stimulation. We analyze the linear solutions of these equations using the method of Green's function [35] (cf. [36, 37] ). A Green's function represents the distribution of activity in the network generated by a small ("point") stimulus of unit intensity. The neural activity evoked by complex stimuli can be modeled, in linear approximation, by convolving the Green's function of the network with the stimulus.
We demonstrate how this approach allows for highly-flexible context-dependent tuning of biological sensory systems, supplanting the aforementioned phenomenological models.
Using the model of canonical neural circuit in the inhibition-stabilized regime [38] [39] [40] , we studied the interference patterns generated in arrays of neural circuits. The interference patterns have a number of properties that resemble properties of biological vision, but which have been often attributed to distinct specialized neural mechanisms. The distinct mechanisms include selectivity for spatiotemporal frequency and velocity of stimuli, "lateral" interactions between effects of spatially separate stimuli [9, 11, 12, 41] , and delays in perception of static and dynamic stimuli [42] [43] [44] . We propose that the diverse phenomena can arise from the same canonical circuit, and that they depend on a small number of control parameters that allow neural systems to flexibly maintain their tuning to useful properties of the environment.
In particular, our analysis reveals which features of network connectivity determine its tuning to optical stimuli and thus define its intrinsic filtering characteristics. The notion of intrinsic tuning offers an alternative to the approaches that require phenomenological models of neural filters. We show further that at low stimulus contrasts the spatial filters derived this way behave similar to linear filters, in agreement with an assumption common in models of visual mechanisms operating near the threshold of visibility [29, 45, 46] . Yet the filtering properties of these networks change at higher stimulus contrasts. Thus, the network's intrinsic spatial-frequency tuning shifts in a manner predictable from network parameters, again offering an alternative to the phenomenological models of system nonlinearities (cf. [40, 47] ). We demonstrate how the framework of neural-wave interference applies in one-dimensional chains and two-dimensional arrays of neural units. We show how this framework helps to understand the perception of two-dimensional stimulus configurations in terms of spreading neural activation and interference of the neural waves converging from multiple locations.
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Neural chain with nearest-neighbor coupling
Model of inhibition-stabilized neural chain
Neural networks underlying sensory processes have been modeled at different levels of abstraction, focusing on local circuitry or on interactions between the local circuits [8, 48] . Yet the consequences of interference tend to depend more significantly on network geometry and topology (i.e., on cell connectivity, network dimensionality, on whether the network is fractal, etc) than on the finer detail of local circuitry: the "node" of the network. Here we investigate basic principles of neural-wave interference using a repetitive canonical neural motif: an inhibition-excitation node, forming one-dimensional chains or two-dimensional arrays. two reciprocally connected cells: excitatory (E) and inhibitory (I), both with recurrent feedback. The arrows represent excitatory and inhibitory connections, respectively as the blank and filled heads. (B) Several canonical circuits are arranged as "nodes" in a chain with nearest-neighbor coupling. Integer indices l indicate node locations in the chain, l ∈ {−2, ..., 2}. Currents iE(l) and iI (l) are the inputs into each node generated by the stimulus.
We use the Wilson-Cowan model of the canonical circuit [34] because even a single-node version of it ( Fig 1A) has proven useful for understanding behavior of small cortical circuits [39] , and because its rich dynamical properties [38] have been helpful in studies of larger-scale neural phenomena [49, 50] .
To begin, consider a nearest-neighbor chain of Wilson-Cowan nodes [34, 48] 5/35 illustrated in Fig 1B. The dynamics of this network is described by a system of equations
with the weights of connections between the cells represented by the excitatory (E) and inhibitory (I) coefficients:
where
• l is the number (or, equivalently, the discrete spatial coordinate) of an excitatory-inhibitory node in the chain,
is a sigmoid function characterizing the firing rate of an individual cell as a function of its input intensity,
• r E (l) and r I (l) are the firing rates of, respectively, the excitatory and inhibitory cells at node l,
• τ E is the characteristic time of excitatory cells, measured in the units of characteristic time of relaxation of the inhibitory cell.
The coefficients w EE , w EI , w IE and w II describe the interactions of the excitatory and inhibitory cells within every node (as in [39] ), andw EE ,w EI ,w IE ,w II represent the strength of coupling between the nearest nodes. The inputs i E (l) and i I (l) of the excitatory and inhibitory cells are provided by the optical stimulation, while the input
is the same for all the nodes (and thus it could be modeled as an additional parameter).
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We first investigate the linear regime of this system, and then consider a nonlinear case. In the simpler linear case, we approximate the sigmoid function g as g(x) ≈ x. In other words, we consider the following equations:
Stability of neural chain
We begin by analyzing the stability of the linearized equations, since a similar analysis of two coupled equations for a single node has been helpful for understanding the dynamical regimes observed in local circuits: pairs of coupled excitatory and inhibitory cells [38] .
Consider a perturbation around the solution r E (t, l) = r I (t, l) = 0 at zero inputs i E = i I = 0. In contrast to the single-node configuration [38] , we must take into account the spatial dependence of the perturbations, namely
with constant amplitudes ∆ E and ∆ I , spatial wave number k, and temporal rate λ. By substituting (5) in (1) we observe:
This algebraic set has a solution if the temporal rate of r E is
7/35 where Stability of the neural chain requires that all spatial-temporal activations decay in time, which happens if Reλ ± (k) < 0 for all k, resulting in conditions
and
Since | cos k| < 1, the first stability equation in (9) can be rewritten as
where the slowest decaying perturbation has the wave number k = 0 if
When A < 0 and the chain is stimulated by a short pulse of current, the activation can persist for a long while with the spatial wavelengths of either k ≈ 0 (all nodes oscillate in-phase) or k ≈ π (neighboring nodes oscillate out-of-phase) when, respectively, R > 0 or R < 0; much longer than for the spatial wavelengths different from 0 and π. This result is consistent with the numerical simulations described in Section Response to a short-lived stimulus (p. 18), illustrated in Figs 6-7.
Analyzing the second stability condition in (9), we obtain parameter regions where
the set of equations (4) is stable. Namely, in addition to the constraint (12), the following conditions should be satisfied:
These equations define the regime of stabilization by inhibition, including the terms responsible for stabilization of individual nodes (the first additive terms in every row) and the terms responsible for stabilization of the chain. As mentioned, under null interactions between the nodes (i.e., under K = 0, KT = 0) we reproduce the results derived in [38] .
In the chain, the instability can occur over time because of an exponential increase of spatial amplitudes ∆ E exp(−λ(k)t) and ∆ I exp(−λ(k)t) of the respective waves r E (t, l) and r I (t, l) with different wave numbers k (i.e., with the spatial periods of 2π/k). This so-called corrugation instability is well known in acoustics and hydrodynamics [1] . Here it arises because of the mutual excitation of nodes in the chain.
If either (12) or (13) is not satisfied, the solution r E (t, l) = r I (t, l) = 0 at i E (l) = i I (l) = 0 becomes unstable. In this case, the system can be attracted to another fixed point, or it can develop periodic, quasi-periodic, or chaotic oscillations. This behavior is different from the behavior of the single-node model [38] because in our case the oscillations occur in both space and time. The oscillations can be chaotic by virtue of mixing the waves with different wave numbers k, producing oscillations at different time scales λ ± (k) and different temporal frequencies. In what follows, we focus on the interference of neural waves in the regime of stability (12)-(13).
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Parameters responsible for behavior of neural chain
To summarize, the preceding analysis of Eqs 4 helped to reveal the parameters that underlie qualitatively different classes of network behavior. The control parameters are:
Although this modeling framework employs a large overall number of parameters, all stationary solutions (the spatial distribution of network activity) are controlled by two quantities, T and M/K, while network dynamics is additionally controlled by Q and R.
Remarkably, when we choose different sets of parameters that correspond to the same magnitudes of T and M/K but different magnitudes of R, the network produces nearly the same responses for lasting stimuli, and very different responses for short-lived stimuli. We illustrate this behavior in the numerical simulations described in Section Spatiotemporal interference (p. 18).
Static neural waves generated by point stimulus
Consider a "point" visual stimulus that is small enough to directly affects only one node of the network. The activation produced by such a point stimulus propagates through the chain by means of the nearest-neighbor coupling.
The steady-state response r E (l) of the chain to a point stimulus can be modeled as a static excitation that generates currents i E and i I :
where the current j(l = 0) = j 0 is applied to the zeroth node alone, i.e., j(l = 0) = 0. To simplify analysis, we associate this solution with the spatial Green's function for j 0 = 1. (4). Indeed, for every node in the chain, except for the directly activated node (i.e., for all l = 0), we substitute
into the linear equations 4, with ∆ E , ∆ I and k being constant in both space and time.
We thus obtain a homogeneous algebraic set (6) where λ is set to zero. A non-zero solution for ∆ E and ∆ I in these equations requires the zero determinant of the set,
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which can be rewritten as
and which in turn allows one to estimate the parameter k responsible for both the intrinsic wavelength of the chain and for the spatial decay rate.
As we saw in the previous section, a point stimulus is expected to generate a spatial neural field distributed across the nodes and decaying away from the stimulus. The decay occurs if k is complex, namely if k = iκ +k for l > 0 and k = −iκ −k for l < 0, while κ > 0 to ensure that r E (l) → 0 for l → ±∞. Substituting into (14), we derive
for M/K > 0, and
One of the solutions of (15) (Fig 2A,B) withk ≈ arccos(−T ) and κ ≈ −M/(K(1 − T 2 )). The parameter T determines whether the system has a purely decaying spatial response (for |T | > 1) or it shows decaying spatial oscillations (for |T | < 1) with wave numberk (e.g., Fig 2) . The ratio M/K defines the exponent of spatial decay (i.e., the rate at which the response decreases along the chain) away from the stimulus.
This approach allows one to predict all possible responses of the system to point stimuli in the linear regime.
Spatial interference of waves in the neural chain
When the stimulus contains spatially distinct parts, or when a spatially extensive stimulus has a complex profile, we associate small stimulus regions with different nodes 12/35 of the neural chain (notated by index l), so different parts of the stimulus are defined as different inputs j(l). The resulting waves propagate through the chain, where they may interfere with one another. In the linear approximation of the neural response (i.e., assuming that stimulus contrast is low), the waves propagate through the system independent of one another. The resulting distributed response r E (l) of the chain is the weighed sum of the waves generated by point sources with unit intensity (j 0 = 1):
where G E (l) is one of the functions displayed in Fig 2. On these assumptions, the response measured on every node of the chain amounts to a sum of neural waves elicited from different stimulus regions.
We illustrate this behavior below for two generic situations. First, we consider two elementary "point" stimuli (i.e., stimuli with no internal structure) presented at two distinct spatial locations. Second, we consider a spatially extended stimulus: a cosine grating weighted by an exponential spatial envelope ("Gabor patch").
The results suggest a new interpretative framework for the experimental studies of visual sensitivity to different stimulus configurations, including two-dimensional spatial configurations, e.g., [11, 12, 41, 51 ] to which the response should be modeled using two-dimensional arrays of nodes (Section Spatial dynamics in a two-dimensional neural array, p. 22).
Interference of point stimuli
Suppose the chain is activated by two identical point stimuli located at positions associated with nodes l 1 and l 2 . In other words, we consider chain response to input currents i E (l) = i I (l) = 0 for any l except l 1 and l 2 , such that The response predicted by the linear set (4) is summarized in Fig 3. It is an interference pattern of the two "static waves" generated by point stimuli: between the point stimuli (l = (l 1 + l 2 )/2) could be facilitated or suppressed (Fig 3B) , depending on whether the interference of waves generated at l 1 and l 2 is constructive or destructive. Such predictions can be tested experimentally, for example by measuring the detection threshold of a faint point stimulus (a "probe") located between the two high-contrast stimuli ("inducers"). The contrast threshold of the probe is expected to oscillate as a function of distance between the inducers.
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r E (l) = j 0 G E (l − l 1 ) + G E (l − l 2 ) .
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Interference between parts of extended stimuli
Now consider the interference pattern created by the neural waves generated in different regions of a spatially extended stimulus, such as the "Gabor patch" commonly used in physiological and psychophysical studies:
where n 1 is spatial period, n 0 is Gaussian width, and j 0 is amplitude. As above, the network response in the linear regime can be written as convolution of the Green's function with the stimulus (17):
In Fig 4B we plot network response as a function of stimulus spatial frequency 1/n 1 .
The response is shown for the location of strongest excitation, r E (l = 0). As stimulus period increases, the response first grows, reaching a maximum, and then decays. This effect can be interpreted as a constructive interference of the neural waves generated in different parts of the chain in response to the maxima and minima of stimulus luminance profile. The maximal response r E (l = 0, n 1 ) is reached when the periodicity of stimulus matches the periodicity of neural waves, i.e., when the stimulus evokes such neural oscillations in which the wavelength coincides with the spatial period of the stimulus. This period of oscillation may be called the "intrinsic," "natural," or "characteristic" spatial period of the network.
We conclude that, under certain conditions, the inhibition-stabilized neural chain can be characterized by the intrinsic spatial frequency (wave number) k s or by intrinsic
In other words, the network will function as a spatial frequency filter. It will selectively respond to some spatial frequencies in the stimulus, consistent with the well-established notion neural cells early in the visual system are tuned to spatial frequency, e.g., [19, 28, 29, 52, 53] . Response of the chain to a distributed stimulus (luminance grating) is shown for the node l = 0 at different spatial frequencies of the grating. This response was obtained by numerically solving equations (4) with the same parameters as in Fig 2A. The maximum response is attained where the stimulus spatial wavelength matches the intrinsic spatial wavelength of the chain (which is approximately eight nodes). Stimulus spatial frequency is defined relative to the inter-node distance n0 = 20.
This view is consistent with a common description of the early stages of visual process as a bank of filters, e.g., [16, 45, 54] selective for spatial frequencies, where parameters of individual filters (or parameters of the larger system) are estimated in psychophysical, e.g., [9, 25, 26] and physiological [19, 28] studies. In contrast to the phenomenological models of neural filters, the present approach allows one to predict filtering properties of the network in the form of the Green's functions of the equations describing the network, and then test specific hypotheses about the neural circuitry using psychophysical methods.
Note that, while the network is tuned to a characteristic (intrinsic) spatial frequency, the tuning is defined only for a certain spatial extent of the chain. In agreement with
Gabor's uncertainty principle [18, [55] [56] [57] , the intrinsic spatial frequency depends on the interaction of nodes in the chain, and it is not defined for a node taken alone or a system of non-interacting nodes.
Intrinsic frequency in the nonlinear regime
Above we investigated behavior of neural chains in linear approximation, which we assumed to hold at low stimulus contrasts. The linear approximation is expected to break down as stimulus contrast is increased. We therefore studied intrinsic properties of the chain at higher contrasts.
A neural chain with the same parameters as in the previous section was stimulated by a large stimulus: a "Gabor patch" described by (17) Effect of stimulus strength (j 0 ) on the network response to a large static stimulus (17) . The response was computed using (1-3) with the parameters as in Fig 2A. Response r E (0) at stimulus center is plotted as a function of stimulus spatial frequency at six stimulus magnitudes j 0 ranging from 0.0002 to 0.2. The abscissa is the ratio of stimulus spatial frequency ("SF") to the intrinsic spatial frequency of the network discovered using the weakest input of j 0 = 0.0002. To interpret the inputs, we introduce a new variable C = j 0 /0.2 called "effective contrast" (labeled in every panel at top right). The red vertical lines mark the peak frequencies of response curves: the intrinsic frequencies of the network discovered at different effective contrasts C. The intrinsic frequency does not change with effective contrast while the latter is low (0.001 to 0.02), but then the intrinsic frequency increases with effective contrast: by 11%, 25%, and 43% for respective effective contrasts of 0.06, 0.25, and 1.00 (relative to the lowest effective contrast).
on the effective contrasts in the range of 0.001 to 1.00 (see caption of Fig 5) .
The plots in Fig 5 indicate that the effect of stimulus contrast on the intrinsic frequency of the chain depends on stimulus contrast. At low effective contrasts, up to 0.02 in these simulations, the maximum response r E (1/n 1 ) of the chain increases with contrast, but the intrinsic frequency (normalized to 1.0 in the figure) does not change.
At high effective contrasts, above 0.02, increasing the effective contrast leads to an increased maximum response, as before, but is also leads to a larger intrinsic frequency of the network. For the maximal effective contrast of 1.0 (i.e., for the maximum input of j 0 = 2 × 10 −1 ) the maximum of activation is found at the stimulus spatial frequency of 1.43, i.e., 43% higher than at low effective contrasts.
From the analogy of our system with systems of mechanical oscillators, it is expected that the shift of "resonance frequency" of the system could be either positive or negative.
(One illustration of this analogy is developed in the analysis of anharmonic oscillations in §28 of [58] . 
Spatiotemporal interference
Now we consider the spatiotemporal interference that arises in the network when the stimuli appear at different locations and at different temporal instants. The time course of chain response r E (l) after extinguishing the stimulus has the form of either a purely exponential temporal decay or a damped temporal oscillation. Here we focus on the response regime of temporal oscillation, which is similar to the response regime of biological vision, e.g., [25, 26] .
Response to a short-lived stimulus
We simulated a short-lived point excitation of the network with stimulus duration t stim , i E (t, l) = i I (t, l) = 0 and j 0 = 1 for all t and l, except for l = 0, 0 < t < t stim , where
As we show below, results of these simulations broadly agree with the analysis of network stability presented in Section Stability of neural chain (p. 7).
1
For R > 0, the slowest decaying response under t > t stim is found where all the nodes respond in phase (Fig 6) and the wave of neural excitation propagates with extremely high velocity. Notably, the maximum excitation at r E (t, l = 0) is reached 1 The chain parameters common to Figs 6-8 were i E (t, l) = i I (t, l) = 0 for all t and l = 0. For l = 0, the system is excited only within the temporal interval 0 < t < t stim : i E (0 < t < t stim , 0) = αj, i I (0 < t < t stim , 0) = (1 − α)j. Outside of this interval: i E (t > t stim , 0) = 0, i I (t > t stim , 0) = 0, and w EE = 2, w IE = 1. 
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long after extinguishing the stimulus. The stimulus was turned off at t = 1 whereas r E reached its maximum at t = 20. Such response delays must be taken into account in the studies that use rapidly alternating or short-lived stimuli, e.g., as in [59] .
For R < 0, the longest decay is found in the mode of fast spatial oscillations, i.e., for k = π, resulting in out-of-phase oscillations on the neighboring nodes (Fig 7) . The out-of-phase oscillations make the spatiotemporal profile of the neural wave more complicated than in the case of R > 0, forming multiple regions of facilitation and suppression in the {l, t} map in Fig 7A even for the single short pulse of stimulation.
We therefore expect that different stimuli will generate non-trivial interference patterns.
To summarize, in spite of the very different spatiotemporal responses of the system to short-lived stimuli in Figs 6 and 7, respectively for R > 0 and R < 0, the responses to static stimuli in these two cases are similar to one another. This is because the steady-state response of the network is fully determined by coefficients K, T and M, while R has no effect on the linear steady-state response.
The neural waves generated by interference patterns (as in Fig 7) have a well-defined velocity, in agreement with the mounting evidence that neural activity propagates through cortical networks in the form of traveling waves, e.g., [21, [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] . For example, consider network response to a distributed dynamic stimulus, a drifting Gabor patch:
The well-defined velocity of the wave for R < 0 suggests that the interference pattern will generate clear maxima of r E (l) when the stimulus moves with the same velocity as the intrinsic ("natural") velocity of the neural wave. This result agrees with the numerical stimulations illustrated in Fig 8C. It suggests a simple neural mechanism for tuning the system to stimulus velocity as a special case of spatiotemporal neural-wave interference. This property of neural wave interference makes unnecessary the assumption of specialized neural circuits for sensing velocity [65] [66] [67] .
In particular, notice that the interference pattern in Fig 7 has the temporal period of 13, evident in the oscillations of r E (t, l) shown separately for individual nodes in Fig 7B. We may therefore estimate the rate of temporal oscillations λ + (k) of (7) as 2π/13. We also know the characteristic wavelength of spatial oscillations (which is two nodes since
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Spatal location (node), l (18) we infer that k s = π. The velocity of neural wave is the ratio of spatial to temporal frequencies of oscillations, which is (2π/13)/π = 2/13 = 0.15. This is the magnitude of the characteristic velocity for the largest value of node activity observed in our numerical simulations (Fig 8C) . This way, the intrinsic velocity of the network estimated from the map in As shown in Figs 6-7 , the dynamics of response to short-lived stimuli in these two networks are significantly different from one another. This is because the response to short-lived stimuli is controlled by parameter R (which has different signs in Fig 6 and 7) , whereas the steady-state response is controlled by parameters T , M, K (which remain the same). 
Response to translating motion
We also studied how the network responds to a moving stimulus. Since a finite time is needed for the neural wave to propagate between network nodes, it is expected that effects of the moving stimulus would be registered in different parts of the system with different delays, akin to Liénard-Wiechert potential in the classical electromagnetic theory [2] .
For example, consider effects of a small dynamic visual stimulus: a Gaussian spot of light moving with speed v g , thus producing the inputs:
The red curve in Fig 9 represents the input to the node l = 0. The blue curve represents the network response measured on the same node. We defined time t = 0 to be the instant when the maximum of input occurs at the middle position in the chain, at l = 0.
When would the system register the stimulus after the latter has passes the position l = 0?
2 Note that, for estimating the velocity, the spatial period should also be taken from the dynamical regime (where λ = 2) and not from the spatial period of the stationary response with static stimuli (as in Fig. 7B, where λ ≈ 14) . 
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Time course of the stimulus-driven input i E (t, l) in red and response r E (t, l) in blue at the node l = 0 of the neural chain with i E (t) = i E (t, i = 0) and r E (t) = r E (t, l = 0). The ordinate is the magnitude of input current (red) and the response of neural chain (blue), each normalized by its maximum.
Suppose the system registers ("detects") the stimulus when the firing rate r E (t) at the position l = 0 reaches its maximum. Fig 9 makes it clear that the firing rate keeps growing even after the stimulus spot has passed the zeroth location. The firing rate reaches its maximum when the input has nearly dropped to zero. The magnitude of response delay illustrated in Fig 9 depends on the control parameters of the network (and thus on the interaction constants) suggesting that this model can help understanding the delays measured on the neurons, using physiological methods [43, 68, 69] and measured by psychophysical methods by registering detection thresholds of moving stimuli, as in [42, 44] .
stimuli, for which we need to generalize the model to 2D arrangements of the nodes, to which we turn presently.
Neural arrays of two spatial dimensions allow for multiple network geometries and manners of node coupling. Here we present first steps in the analysis of such 2D neural array, aiming to demonstrate how our approach of neural wave interference applies to such systems and how it helps interpreting results of experiments in visual psychophysics.
The present model is a square lattice of nodes each containing one excitatory neuron and one inhibitory neuron connected as in Fig 1A. As before, we only consider nearest-neighbor coupling, which in the 2D array we implement along the sides and diagonals of each cell of the lattice. The relative strengths of coupling along the sides and diagonals is controlled by parameter β, which is assumed to be the same for all the nodes.
This model can be written as
In the following, we consider two cases of neural fields generated by optical stimuli in this model. First is the neural field generated by a static point stimulus. Such an 
Two-dimensional neural field of a point stimulus
Following the stability analysis (described in the Appendix), we selected coefficients w s , w s and β from the region of network stability. As the "point stimulus," we considered the activation j(l = 0, m = 0) = j 0 , while j(l, m) = 0 was set for all other locations l, m.
As before, we defined i E (l, m) = αj(l, m) and i I (l, m) = (1 − α)j(l, m). From the analytical considerations described in the Appendix, we know that the solution will have the form of either damped oscillation (for M/K < 0 and −2 − 2β < T < 2 − 2β) or exponential decay similar to that described in Fig 2C. We concentrate on the more relevant case of damped oscillation.
The network is expected to yield a significant response when the period of neural wave oscillations is considerably longer than the distance between network nodes. Using the results of stability analysis described in the Appendix, we set T close to −2 − 2β = −2.8 (i.e., β = 0.4), and we limited M to small magnitudes in order to avoid large damping (in full analogy to Section Static neural waves generated by point stimulus, p. 10).
One result of the neural field generated by a point stimulus is displayed in Fig 10. The neural field in Fig 10A has the spatial period of about 14 nodes, yielding several salient "rings" of excitation and inhibition. Concentric regions of the strongest inhibition and the strongest facilitation are found at the distances of, respectively, ∆L = 7 and 2∆L = 14 from the excited point.
Just as we indicated in Section Static neural waves generated by point stimulus (p. 10), the alternating regions of excitation and inhibition formed by the point stimulus resemble the spatial oscillations described in psychophysical studies [25, 26] using one-dimensional variations of luminance, here predicted to generalize to two spatial dimensions. As in the one-dimensional model, system response to complex 
Neural field of an elliptic ring stimulus
Interference of neural fields generated by multiple elementary stimuli may form a peculiar spatial pattern of excitation and inhibition. The pattern will consist of regions where the potential stimuli can be facilitated or suppressed by the inducing stimulus.
The facilitation and suppression can be revealed by measuring the contrast threshold of a low contrast probing stimulus placed at multiple locations in the region of interest (as in Fig 11) . Indeed, if such a probe appears in the facilitated or suppressed regions, its contrast threshold should be, respectively, lower or higher than in the absence of the inducer. This way, the neural field of the complex two-dimensional stimulus can be experimentally observed and compared with predictions of the model.
We studied the neural field generated by a stimulus that has the shape of ellipse, which we modeled using the network input j(l, m) = 0 for any l, m except of l, m satisfying the inequality: where R 1 and R 2 are the radii, ∆R is the thickness of the elliptic ring (required for generating a ring on a discrete array of nodes), and j(l, m) = j 0 .
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The four versions of the inputs j(l, m) used in the simulations are shown on the right side of Fig 12. The radii R 1 and R 2 selected for the simulations were multiples of the half period ∆L = 7 of the intrinsic neural-field oscillations discovered using a point stimulus (described in the previous section; Fig 10) , in order to obtain salient effects of constructive and destructive interference. The neural fields generated by these stimuli were obtained by numerical simulations of (22) . Four examples of the results, along with the corresponding stimuli, are shown at left in Fig 12: For a small highly elongated elliptic stimulus (panel B1), mostly destructive interference is found inside the ellipse (A1), where the neural activity is suppressed.
When increasing the stimulus semi-axes: R 1 = 3L, R 2 = 2L (B2), the competition between excitation and inhibition produces excitation regions in the two foci of the ellipse (A2).
Increasing one of the stimulus semi-axes yet further: R 1 = 4L, R 2 = 2L (B3) creates three localized regions of facilitation inside the ellipse, along its major axis (A3).
And increasing the other semi-axis: R 1 = 4L, R 2 = 3L (B4) creates a zone of
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Fig 12. Response of a two-dimensional neural array to elliptic ring stimuli. The maps at left (panels A) depict the responses rE(l, m) of a two-dimensional neural array (with the same parameters as in Fig 10) to the elliptic ring stimuli shown within the same rows at right (("inputs," panels B). The color maps for the responses and inputs are defined separately in the color bars above the panels at left and right. The four stimuli had the following radii (R1, R2), top to bottom: (14,7), (21, 14) , (28, 14) , (28, 21) . All the panels are drawn in the same coordinates of node position (x, y) as in the panel A4.
excitation inside the stimulus in the shape of an ellipse (A4).
These results suggest that the simplified architecture of neural connectivity with nearest-neighbor coupling can serve as a useful modeling framework for understanding how two-dimensional stimulus configurations modulate pattern visibility, as in Fig 11, and in other studies that engage neural interactions between spatial locations in more than one spatial dimension, e.g., [22, 41, [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] .
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Conclusions
We investigated interference of neural waves in inhibitory-excitatory neural chains with nearest-neighbor coupling. We defined conditions of stability in such systems with respect to corrugation perturbations and derived the control parameters that determine how such systems respond to static, short-lived, and moving stimuli. We found that the interference patterns generated in such networks endow the system with several properties commonly observed in biological vision, including selectivity of the network for spatial and temporal frequencies of stimulus intensity modulation, selectivity for stimulus velocity, "lateral" interactions between spatially separate stimuli, and predictable delays in system response to static and moving stimuli. We also investigated interference of neural waves in two-dimensional generalizations of such networks and found that two-dimensional neural fields form patterns whose properties resemble the properties of contrast sensitivity patterns induced across spatial location by two-dimensional visual stimulus configurations. It is plausible that neural wave interference is responsible for some of the visual phenomena that had been attributed to specialized neural circuits and studied using distinct modeling frameworks, including the frequency tuning of neural circuits, their direction selectivity, contrast normalization, and "lateral" (center-surround) spatial interactions.
Appendix: Stability of 2D neural arrays
Similar to our analysis of the one-dimensional model, we first study the stability of the solution r E = 0, r I = 0 for i E = i I = 0 for all l and n in the linearized equations (22) with g(X ) = X . We use perturbations of the same form as in the analysis of the one-dimensional system (Section Stability of neural chain, p. 7):
r E = ∆ E e λt+ikxl+ikym r I = ∆ I e λt+ikxl+ikym .
(A.1)
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Given the spatial decay rate λ and the wave vector components k x , k y , we derive a set of algebraic equations for wave amplitudes ∆ E and ∆ I :
(w EE + 2w EE f (k x , k y ) − 1 − τ E λ)∆ E − (w EI + 2w EI f (k x , k y ))∆ I = 0 (w IE + 2w IE f (k x , k y ))∆ E − (w II + 2w II f (k x , k y ) + 1 + λ) = 0. (A.2)
Here we introduce function f (k x , k y ) = cos k x + cos k y + β[cos(k x + k y ) + cos(k x − k y )], which reaches its maximum value max f = 2 + 2β at k x = k y = 0, and its minimum value: either min f = −2 + 2β at k x = k y = π for β < 1/2, or min f = −2β at k x = 0, k y = π for β > 1/2. That is, different stability regions are expected for different magnitudes of parameter β.
To simplify, we consider the rapidly decaying coupling (β < 1/2) where the interactions of nearest-neighbor nodes along lattice diagonals is considerably weaker than the interactions along lattice sides (since the diagonal distance is longer by factor √ 2 than distance along the sides). Following the approach we introduced in the analysis of the one-dimensional system, we derive two stability conditions. One reduces to
while the other can be written as:
The most "dangerous" point in the k x , k y space is expected where a negative rate λ(k x , k y ) can become positive (i.e., where the real part of λ crosses zero), resulting in an instability. This point occurs at the minimum of the function F, where the function changes its sign. Since F is parabolic with respect to variable f , which changes in the interval −2 + 2β < f ≤ 2 + 2β, it can attain its minimum either at f = ±2 + 2β or at its stationary point f = T (where ∂F/∂f = 0) which is the minimum for K < 0. The "dangerous" values of k x and k y determine the spatial scale of oscillations at which the instability is expected to occur. The conditions most relevant for description of extended stimuli are found where the intrinsic spatial wavelength of the network is long in comparison to the inter-node distance and where the network response varies smoothly with stimulus parameters. These conditions are met only near the boundary of stability (A.9), thus considerably restricting the region of relevant parameters of the network. Outside of this region, the intrinsic wavelength ∝ 1/ k 2 x + k 2 y does not depend on the coupling coefficients. In the latter case, the intrinsic wavelength can be too large: as in (A.6) and (A.8), or too small: as in (A.5) and (A.7).
Here we focus on the stability region defined in (A.9), where the condition that determines the intrinsic wavelength is f (k x , k y ) = −T . We consider the case of small
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wave vectors (k x , k y ), where the neural wave changes from node to node smoothly, and where the expression for the intrinsic k x and k y can be simplified further to
x + k 2 y = (T + 2 + 2β)/(1/2 + β).
